We prove that, for the main modes of stochastic convergence (law of large numbers, CLT, deviations principles, LIL) asymptotic results for selfadjoint random operators yield equivalent results for their eigenvalues and associated projectors. Statistical applications are mentioned.
Introduction
Let H be a separable Hilbert space (with norm k k and scalar product < :; : >). We denote by L (H) the separable Banach space of bounded linear operators from H to H endowed with the norm
We consider also the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators
ks (e p )k 2 < 1
=
; ;
where (e p ) p2N is any complete orthonormal system in H: It is well known (see [6] ) that if we de…ne the scalar product hs; ti S = X p2N hs (e p ) ; t (e p )i ;
S becomes a separable Hilbert space. Let C be a self-adjoint operator and consider a sequence C n of random self-adjoint element L (H) de…ned on a common probability space ( ; A; P) : Since C (resp. C n ) is bounded and self-adjoint, its eigenvalues ( k ) k 1 (resp. ( k;n ) k 1 ) are uniformly bounded real numbers. Without loss of generality, we assume that ( k ) k 1 and ( k;n ) k 1 are non-increasing sequences.For every k 1; we denote by k (resp. k;n ) the associated projector of k (resp. k;n ). In the following, (C n ) n 1 will be considered as a sequence of estimators of C and our aim is to study how several limit theorems caracterizing the convergence of C n to C can be used to infer informations about the convergence of ( k;n ) n 1 to k and of ( k;n ) n 1 to k :
Many papers deal with this topic since applications are possible in the area of principal component or canonical analysis for random vectors or functions. The sequence C n is consequently often the empirical covariance operator of a sample for which several dependence assumptions are needed.
For instance, in [3] the authors considered the case when C n is the empirical covariance operator of a sample of i.i.d. random functions (C n then becomes a sum of i.i.d. random operators). In [2] , the case of an autoregressive process (ARH(1)) is investigated by martingale techniques. In [10] , …nally, a linear Hilbertian process. All these authors obtained "transfer" results in the case of almost sure and weak convergence. In [11] and in [12] these results are generalized to moderate deviations principles and compact laws of the iterated logarithm for the ARH(1) process. The main goal of this article is to show that these principles consisting in transferring asymptotic results from the operators to the eigenelements may be generalized. Note anyway that the methods of the proof do not rely on an improved version of the "delta-method"since …rst we deal with C n C and not separatedly with C n and C and second we do not use Taylor expansions in probability. The only background needed are very basic facts in perturbation theory (see [9] or the …rst chapter of [7] ).
We …nally refer to [13] . These authors, in a quite similar framework, investigated the …nite dimensional case (matrices instead of operators) restricting themselves to the central limit theorem.
In the following, we use the assumption (H:k) k (resp. k;n ) is a eigenvalue of order one of C (resp. C n ).
For all k such that (H:k) holds,we denote by S k the bounded linear operator from H to H de…ned in the basis of eigenvectors of C by :
we set
and
Note for further reference that ' k and p k are linear and continuous since their norms are respectively bounded by 2 inf p6 =k j k p j and k. Here are our main results.
Theorem 2.1 If (C n C) n 1 follows the law of large numbers in S; then, for all k such that (H:k) holds, i) ( k;n k ) n 1 follows the law of large numbers in S: ii) ( k;n k ) n 1 follows the law of large numbers in R:
Theorem 2.3 If for some b n " 1; (b n (C n C)) n 1 follows the large deviation principle in S with speed (v n ) and rate function J C ; then, for all k such that (H:k) holds, i) (b n ( k;n k )) n 1 follows the large deviation principle in S with rate function
ii) (b n ( k;n k )) n 1 follows the large deviation principle in R with rate function
is almost surely compact in S with limit set
ii) (b n ( k;n k )) n 1 is almost surely compact in R with limit set
The main interest of assumption (H:k) is to make all the previous results more easily readible. In fact, when (H:k) is not ful…lled we obtain for each mode of convergence very similar results. It su¢ ces to replace k (resp. k;n ) by m k k (resp. m k;n k;n ) where m k (resp. m k;n ) denotes the order of multplicity of k (resp. k;n ). Note that m k;n is a random integer. We refer to the remark in the proof of the ii) of the forthcoming Proposition 3.1.
In the next lemma we give two results related to perturbation theory for linear operators useful for our needs.
De…nition 3.1 Let be a self-adjoint element of L (H) ; be an isolated point of the spectrum of we call an admissible contour for and whenever is a contour around which contains no other eigenvalues of : Lemma 3.1 i) Let be a self-adjoint element of L (H) and be an isolated point of the spectrum of then for every ; admissible contour for and ; the mapping
where i 2 = 1; is the orthogonal projection onto ker ( Id H ) : ii) Let be a self-adjoint element of L (H) and z is not an eigenvalue of A, then
Proof. i) See e.g. Proposition 6.3 of [8] ii) See e.g. Theorem 5.8 of [8] .
For all k such that (H:k) holds, set
Let k be the oriented circle with center k and radius k = k =2. Note that k is an admissible contour for k and C: Moreover, de…ne the event
Since sup p2N j p;n p j kC n Ck S
(see e.g. [7] p.99), we can prove :
Lemma 3.2 i) For all ! 2 O k;n ; k is an admissible contour for k;n (!) and
Proof. i) Set ! 2 O k;n : By (6) and (7) ;
Hence, the result holds by (10) and (11) .
Moreover, for all z 2 k ;
Therefore, inf
which, combined with (12) ; give the result. iii) Note that, for all z 2 k ; j k zj = k =2;
and inf p6 =k
Therefore, using (5) ; we get,
Now, we can state the main tools used in the proof of our theorems.
Proposition 3.1 For all k such that (H:k) holds : i) There exists a S-valued random variable R k;n such that, for every n 1;
ii) There exists a real valued random variable r k;n such that for every n 1;
and, for some k > 0 and k > 0;
Proof. i)Set ! 2 O k;n : Since, by the …rst part of Lemma 3.2, k is an admissible contour for k and C n (!) (and also for C), (5) implies that
For convenience, set a = zId H C n (!) and b = zId H C:
Note that
Therefore, if we set
we get, by (17) and (18) ;
Now, in [3] p.145, it is shown that
Hence, if we de…ne
(13) holds. Moreover, following [3] p.142 (lines 2 and 3), we obtain, using (8) and (9) ; that
: ii) Observe that k = h k ; Ci S and k;n = h k;n ; C n i S : Indeed the following decomposition for C: is well known (Schmidt decomposition of selfadjoint operators) : C = P p p p hence
The last line stems from the fact that k is an eigenvalue of order one. The same elementary calculation would lead to an equivalent result for C n :
Remark 3.1 If we suppose that (H:k) is not true and denoting as previously m k (resp. m k;n ) the order of multplicity of k (resp. k;n ).
denotes the trace of operator T).
Therefore,
Furthermore, let (e p ) p 1 be an orthonormal basis of H such that e k is an eigenvector of C associated with k : Then, by (??) ; (2) and (1) ; for all s 2 S;
where r k;n = hR k;n ; Ci S + h k;n k ; C n Ci S (21) satis…es
Proof of Theorem 2.1 : i) By (13) the linearity and boundedness of ' k yields the following : ' k (C n C) converges to 0 as n tends to in…nity. We just need to prove that R k;n decays almost surely.for …xed k but :
The …rst term tends almost surely to zero. Now let us take an ! in N (N is the convergence set of C n C and P (N ) = 1). It is clear that for a su¢ ciently large n kC n (!)
This proves the desired result. ii) For the eigenvalues (we refer to (15)) we may prove exactly the same way that p k (C n C) decays to zero as well as R k;n . The previous result ensures via (21) that r k;n also tends to zero.
Proof of Theorem 2.2 :
i) The linearity of ' k and (13) entail
Therefore, by Lemma ?? and standard considerations, we just have to show that b n R k;n tends to zero in probability i.e., for all > 0; lim
To this aim, observe that, for all > 0; (14) leads to, for n large enough;
Hence, using the convergence in law of b n (C n C) we get lim sup
ii)Once more we just have to prove that for all > 0;
but observe that b n r k;n is the sum of two real random variable hb n R k;n ; Ci S and b n h k;n k ; C n Ci S : We proved just above that the …rst one tends to zero in probability. the second one is bounded by b n kC n Ck S k k;n k k S but b n kC n Ck S is bounded in probability since it converges weakly and we proved that k k;n k k S converges in probability to zero which …nishes the proof. 
But, (23) and the large deviation principle of b n (C n C) give lim sup
ii) Following the same argument as above we have to prove that lim sup n!1 v n log P (b n jr k;n j ) = 1:
It su¢ ces to prove that 8 < :
lim sup n!1 v n log P b n hR k;n ; Ci S = 1:
v n log P b n h k;n k ; C n Ci S = 1:
The …rst limit is a corollary of the i). The second term may be bounded by v n log P b n k k;n k k S p b n :
The limit of the term on the top is 1 since b n (C n C) satis…es the large deviations principles with speed v n : The in…nite limit of the second term is obtained by considering, with the same arguments, the i) proved immediately above.
Proof of Theorem 2.4 : i) By (13) ; Lemma ?? we just need to prove that b n R k;n converges almost surely to zero as n tends to in…nity. Now. b n kR k;n k S 8 2 k b n kC n Ck 2 S + b n kR k;n k S 1 O c k;n and we may invoke the method of proof of Theorem 2.1. The …rst term on the right tends to zero since b n kC n Ck S is almost surely bounded. So does the second term since 1 O c k;n is almost surely null for large n:
ii) Adapting what was done above it is obvious that hb n R k;n ; Ci S as well as b n h k;n k ; C n Ci S both tend to zero almost surely.
